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Summer Only Load Management Registration Dispatch

- Summer Only (SO) designation is not a dispatch criteria
- Regardless of time of year if SO registration is within the zone, lead time, and resource type that PJM deploys, it will receive dispatch instructions
- If it can, and does, respond, then it will get credit for its compliance reduction
- Dispatch decisions are based on CSP reported Expected Reduction (ER) capability
  - SO registrations would presumably be reporting zero ER in the winter
    - However, if SO registration does respond in winter, the CSP would have to provide WPL info after the event so the compliance reduction could be calculated.
• If SO is dispatched in winter do I still need to test those registrations?
  – Winter is voluntary for SO. Any reductions achieved in that period do not remove test requirement.
• If SO is dispatched in the winter will performance help me meet my winter commitment?
  – SO reductions (if any) sum up along with CP reductions in winter. Total sum (CP+SO) is compared to winter commitment for compliance.
• For 2023/2024 and beyond, if CSP has SO and CP in same RPM resource, the CP registrations can be tested in winter. SO registrations will always be tested in the summer.
  – assuming LMT filing is approved as filed